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First Day Recap
• Andrew – Share of Stomach, Collaboration
• Jose Antonio – Pre Competitive Collaboration in Ecuador, SSP
• Wally and Lisa – Importance of Exchange of Information, The Future is Now
• George – The Bad Old Days, Importance of Data, Oversupply of shrimp
• Ragnar – A bunch of numbers on fish
• Jim – Shrimp is data challenged, disease shock is not a way to raise prices, Europe 

imports are  flat
• Rodrigo – Vastly improved, have doubled production, SSP
• Allan – Betting on intensive, 20X production vs extensive, much better control.
• Dr. Loc – Wildcat!!! Production increasing but still have issues, new disease?? 

Fermentation? White feces, worst name ever?
• Allan – Shrimp production out of sync with demand. Lessons from avocadoes, data 

sharing, unified approached to marketing.





COMEPESCA
- Consejo Nacional de Promoción de los Productos Pesqueros y 

Acuícolas

- Wild and Farmed, producers, processors, distributors.

- Promote the Consumption of Mexico Produced Seafood

- Through Social Media they Reach 6 MM consumers a month, 
partnered with 40 “Celebrity Chefs” 

- Increased consumption from 8.9 to 12.7 kgs per capita in 6 years.



Love Australian Prawns
• The mechanism is voluntary, largely at 

production level, at 0.22% GVP

• 20% uplift in value

• 1 in 5 Australian consumers recognize the logo

• 37% eating more shrimp than 3 years ago



Sources: Urner Barry, USDC



Income and the proportion of animal protein in diet

Source: H.H. Jensen / Marine Pollution Bulletin 53 (2006)



Marine protein does not necessarily increase with income: 
Culture and natural resources have an impact

Source: H.H. Jensen / Marine Pollution Bulletin 53 (2006)


